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1776 * The Hygiene Joy Way! Mt. Vernon, Washington * 98273 

* 
TOQ-MANY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPU;ARE TOO·SICKAND TOO·TlRED of * 
the ｴｯｯｾｭ｡ｮｹ＠ unsatisfactory results, the too-often unGodly suffering, and the 
too--frequent and too-unconscionable costs Inherent In today's conventional 

* medical systeml Thus, In sympathy with Thomas Paine's 1776 sentiments, these 1990s * 
are once agaln ... "'tfie timLs tliat try men's - ana tlJOrtUn s-sauCs. "One In 3 Americans 

* 
are so tried, that they seek alternatives to Establishment Medical Thinking, lest they, too, * 
unwillingly join "The Suffering Class of America." Alternatives to The Medical MentaUty 

* 
abound In America's marketplace, promising to cure The Sick and Suffering. But in these * 
Ir\Iing times, only Natural Hygiene offers Health Seekers ... "The Superlative, Alternative 
Heaith eare System." Here Is a system based on "The Natural, Physiological Laws of Ufe" 

* 
-on how the txxiy works In health to preserve Itself and In disease to restore Itself. Here * 
is "The Message and The Promise of Natural Hygiene" - that If we will learn to co-operate 
with our God-glven bodies In their natural design, we may each claim Superlative Health. 

* Here Is Common Health Sense -to teach us Health Seekers exactly how It is claimed: * 
First of all - WE remove the causes of disease. 

* Secondly - WE provide the conditions for health. * 
And In so doing. the body proceeds to recover the Nerve Energy It needs to 

* 
revitalize, detoxify, repair, restore, and rejuvenate I We GetWell and StayWeur * 
We feel and look years younger! And we Uve In the natural state of Hygiene Joy! 

* 
From The Collaborating Authors & EdItors •.• 
Dr. V.V. Vetrano, Victoria BidWell & Dr. H.M. Shelton * 
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DEDICATION 
In Gratitude to 

and 
on Behalf of 

Dr. Vivian Virginia Vetrano 
and 

- in the fulfiUment of her further work -
this second issue of 

Common Health Sense 
is dedicated to her 

and to her efforts to free ... 
The Suffering Class of America 

***andtoheip*** 

Health Seekers Everywhere! 
June' 1997 
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" Welcome to ... COh'U7tOn .:7I'eaft-/i Sense" 
From ... Victoria BidWell 

Natural Hygiene Is .. _ "The Superlative, Alternative Health Care System!" 
Since Common Health Sense -Natural Hygiene Contraband for The American Health Seeker 

is simply a continuation of The Health Seekers' YearBook, I can provide no better introduction than that 
opening paragraph which I wrote 5 years ago for The YearBook. 

"Since 1823, across The Land of America, a little-noticed, little heard-of, underground, 
GrassRoots Health Revolution has been spreading. I call it a "GrassRoots" movement, because 
it travels from person·to·person by way of the written and spoken word and through the living 
example of the individual. I call it a "Revolution" because it shows The People a revolutionary, 
new "Hygiene Mentality" - how to GetWell and StayWell without drug and doctor dependency 
and without disease-dealing "goods" and dis-services. And, finally , I call It a "GrassRoots 
Revolution" because such a health care system, adopted by tlte millions throughout The 
Country, would certainly cause a much needed upheaval in our American democracy today on 
all levels: social. cultural, political, and economic. Certain power groups, that is, who are 
presently profiting from The Disease Industry Complex and The Medical Mentality in our 
Sweet Land of Liberty would surely topple if our grassroots were to get a finn grip in the soil 
of The Collective American Mind. So when this "Great GetWeli GrassRoot.Amerlcan Health 
Revolution" does burst forth across The Land to light up the skies now darkened by suflering, 
it will be all the better for a free America and all the worse for The Disease Industrialists!" 

This health care system has a special name: "Natural Hygiene." And its adoption into your lifestyle 
promises to completely revolutionize your life! For once you adopt Natural H ygiene, it wiH inspire in you the 
creation o f a stronger American citizen - most fit for serving and lOving your fellow countrywomen, children, 
and men. The purpose of Common Health Sense, therefore, is twofold: first, to lift up the quality of your 
own health to your Highest Health Potential; and secondly, to create in you a living example of a Common 
Health Sense Revolutionist who can so uplift others with whom you share your corner of America. 

THE FIRST STEP in becoming a Health Revolutionist Is to seek that program which 
presents the truth about how to GelWell and StayWell_ You have found that program in Natural 
Hygiene. Undoubtedly, you have already figured out that The Medical Mentality and drugging-<:utting-
treating system today offered by conventional doctors is neither inspiring nor gUiding The American People 
toward self-made Superlative Health. And although you may run across many "holistic" and "alternative" 
health care programs in your seeking, you will find that all of them are successful- only to the degree that 
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they approximate "The Basic Tenets of Natural Hygiene" which are firmly bedded in "The Natural, 
Physiological Laws of Life. " For this reason, I have formally designated "Natural Hygiene" as "The 
Superlative, Alternative Health Care System." THE SECOND STEP in becoming a Health Revolu-
tionist is to break with any False Establishment Thinking that promotes unhealthful living 
habits - be these habits in the areas of the air we breathe, the water we drink, the food we eat, the amount 
of rest and sleep we get, the amount of sunlight we take, the kinds of temperatures we enjoy, the amount 
and kind of exercise we get, or the emotional habits in which we indulge and the kinds of friendship 
environments we create. If the living habits are based on brainwashing by money-makers to keep us 
consuming toxic food, drink, air, and water and in pursuing toxic asSOCiates, activities, and environments, 
as Health RevolutioniSts, it then behooves us to break with The False Establishment Thinking on each point 
that harms us. For we cannot claim our birthright to Superlative Health unless we turn our backs on all false 
teachings and erroneous paradigms and downright lies and disease-promotions that have enslaved us and 
that are draining the health right out of us and our fellow Suffering Americans on all sides! Once we have 
found The Truth of Natural Hygiene, we so claim our birthright to Superlative Health by declaring - before 
friends, relatives, God, and Country - our "Health Independence." And then we continue to study Natural 
Hygiene Contraband and the anti-Establishment, true and timeless teachings available to us from pioneering 
"Health Generals" who have fought and are fighting to free America from False Establishment Thinking. 

One such "Health General" was Dr. H.M . Shelton (1895 - 1985). Dr. Shelton revived and 
resuscitated the 19th century teachings of Hygienists. Despite his heroic efforts to bring about a Health 
Revolution in this century, he did not live to see Americans get excited about getting well and staying well 
with Natural Hygiene. Throughout his endless writings, Dr. Shelton called for a "Health Revolution!" And 
he called for it in no uncertain terms: "How is a man who is already sick to be made less so by 
swallowing a SUbstance that would sicken - even kill him if he were to take it in a state 
of health? The ｴｨ･ｯｾ＠ that a serious disease can be removed by creating a ｴ｡ｭｰｯｲ｡ｾ＠ and 
less serious one with poisons must have been invented in a madhouse I We Hygienists are 
Dot reformers. We are Revolutionistsl Medical refor,m? The world has had Quite enough of 
thatl We cannot change false teachings. As Revolutionists, we have only to teach THE TRUTH I " 

Dr. Shelton did more to promote the pure teachings of Natural Hygiene than any man in history. His protege 
and cohort - Dr. Vivian Virginia Vetrano - schooled herself well in the pure teachings of Natural Hygiene 
and has become "The Top General" in the fight to free Americans from False Establishment Thinking! Dr. 
Shelton has passed on. Dr. Vetrano lives on. To serve The People. This second issue of Common 
Health Sense Is filled with her teachings and the vim, vivaciousness, and veracity of her spirit! 

Common Health Sense provides a full armamentarium of Natural Hygiene Contraband for you. 
Common Health Sense is actually a new genre: it is a book. a magazine, and a catalog rolled into one. Dr. 
Vetrano rightly calls Common Health Sense "A Tome that Teaches Tremendous Truths!" in her 
"Welcome" statement. The book-magazine section runs from pages 1- 154. Here Dr. Vetrano and I teach 
not only the basics of Natural Hygiene, but Dr, Vetrano shares many specifics of Hygienic care and HygieniC 
living. The catalog section from pages 155 - 240 then offers The Health Seeker turned Health Revolutionist 
the largest selection of books, audios, videos, products, goods, and services in the world. Here and 
throughout the magazine section, you will find continual mention of The Health Seekers' YearBook - A 
Reuolutionist's HandBook for Getting Well & Staying Well without The Medicine Men. This book is 
actually the forerunner to the Common Health Sense magazine. Edited for its "Hygienic accuracy and 
honesty throughout," The YearBook has Dr. Vivian Virginia Vetrano's stamp 'Of approval on every page. 
Although Common Health Sense is power-packed Pure Hygiene, it cannot take the place of The Health 
Seekers' YearBook. I urge you to keep The YearBook by your side as you travel The Hygiene Joy Way. 

At this point, I thank Dr. Shelton posthumously, for cutting the rough trail that we now 
more easily travel and know as "The Hygiene Joy Way!" I am gratified to be carrying on with 
The Health Revolution he called for and to do so in "The Spirit of '76" which befits us 
Americans. I have slightly edited his 2 pieces in this issue of Common Health Sense. I also 
thank Dr. Vetrano for allOwing me to edit her teachings and to add an occasional note to help 
further emphasize for you the mightiness of her teachings. God Bless You !\II. 
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'Independence is tlie only 60rul tliat can tye ana KseP us togetlier!' 
Thomas Paine, born in 1737, the son of an English, Quaker staymaker. arrived in America in 1774, sponsored 

by Benjamin Franklin, with the express plans of opening a school for women, He arrived. however, to meet his destiny 
and boldly accept his true calling - not to be teaching America's young women - but to be inclting young America's 
men! Thomas' soul stirred with deep resentment toward English tyranny. Talent and destiny forged Thomas Paine into 
The Liberty Bell personified! He is long to be remembered as "The Mighty Mouthpiece of The American Revolution!" 
Paine's pamphlet, published throughout 1776, Common Sense: Addressed to The Inhabitants of America, most 
completely and eloquently presented, multifaceted arguments for democratic principles from a rationalistic point of 
view, while his unparalleled, burning fervor for American Independence for all Americans added an emotional appeal 
that few could resist and that the majority embraced. It was Thomas Paine - in Common Sense - who played 
the decisive, passionate role i n persuading the colonists to commit themselves to independence! It was Thomas Paine. 
a common man himself, who first aligned himself with the fears and dreams of the malcontent colonials and who then 
first articulated those sentiments into a cry for "INDEPENDENCE! " Paine thought nothing of the ridiculousness and 
impossibility of attempting to defeat the most powerful military authority in the world! Paine thought nothing of the 
colonists' natural reluctance to commit treason against England! Paine thought nothing of putting his heart, body, and 
soul on the line for the cause in which he so passionately believed! And so, this one man, with no resources but his 
pen and his Gcxi-given talents and calling, pamphleteered America into her INDEPENDENCE! And now, I share 
with you, Friends of A Loving and Healthy America, Thomas Paine's most marvelous rhetoric ... 

"'These are the times thattry men's souls. Thesummersoldier and the sunshine patriot 
will , in this crisis, shrink from the service of their Country; but he that stands it now, 
deserves the love and thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; 
yet we have this consolation with us, that the harder the conflict, the more glorious the 
triumph. What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly; it is dearness only that gives 
everything its value. Heaven knows how to put a proper price upon its goods; and it would 
be strange, indeed, if so celestial an article as FREEDOM should not be highly rated." 
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Let me teU you more of "The Thomas 
Paine Story." Once the fighting began and Gen-
eral Washington's troops were bitterly cold and 
demoralized, Washington ordered his officers to 
read Thomas Paine's Common Sense and his 
Crisis pamphlets to his few 5,000 troops. They 
rallied. And they succeeded. Up until the sudden 
appearance of Common Sense in 1776, the 
concept of "American Freedom" had existed 
virtually subconsciously - as an unarticulated, 
unexpressed strain of poUtieal radicalism or as a 
component of the over-zealous, evangelical, re-
ligious mind. But no one openly, publicly chal· 
lenged the view, with both reason and emotion-
alism, that the British Constitution, with its 
balance between monarch, lords, and Com-
mons, was the most perfect system of govern· 
ment in the world! With Common Sense. Tho-
mas Paine literaUy transformed "The CoUectlve 
American Consciousness" into Freedom Lovers 
and Freedom Fighters! UP UNTIL COMMON 
SENSE, most colonists were stiU trying to rea· 
son with EngUsh officials 10 bring about reform 
and reach more reconcUiatory agreements. BUT 
AFTER COMMON SENSE, the American colo-
nists were set afire with the desire for their own 
independence - without compromises! 

Ukewise, many schools of thought today 
are stiU trying to compromise Natural Hygiene 

It was in 1990 when others first 
began declaring Victoria BIdWell 
"The Self-Made Thomas Paine of 
The American Health Revolution." 
Frieda Kabelac-Ireland of Florida: 
"The Health Seekers' YearBook is 
an Hygienic Masterpiece I It Is True 
Hygiene - without compromises 
found in so much other Hygienic 
literature. It Is a good composite of 
3 areas of Natural Hygiene: (1) Phi· 
losophy, Iheory,and principles; (2) 
Historical background and devel· 
opmentj and (3) Much practical ｩｮｾ＠
formation about food, diet, and 
lifestyle. This book Isa gold mine of 
knowledge and practical Informa-
tion. The Health Seekers' YearBook 

so as to "reform" it. In this Common Health 
Sense for The American Health Revolution, let 
me reiterate what Dr. Herbert M. Shelton felt 
about attempts to "refonn" Natural Hygiene: 
"Reform means 'a change of externals.' Reform Is, 
thus, a patchwork program and Is Justifiable only 
when the thing that Is to be reformed Is basically 
sound and worth saving. 'Revolution,' on the 
other hand, is 'achangefromwHhin.' Revolution 
corrects evils at their roots, Instead of making 
conditions more bearable by patchlngtbem. Revo-
lution Is a fundamental reconstruction or the 
replacement of an old order wHh al') entirely new 
one. Revolution Is Imperative when the old sys-
tem,lIke the medical system, Is rotten-to-the..core 
and contains virtually nothing worth saving I" 

We. as Hygienists, are In agreement that 
The Disease Industrialists and those with The 
Medical Mentality are not only physiologically 
incorrect - but many are morally corrupt. Com· 
mon Health Sense wUl expose both this inco .... 
rectness and corruption, always with an accom· 
panying attitude of Hygiene Joy and in celebra-
tion of Superlative Health as our end goal! Dr. 
Vetrano and I call upon you to join in this 
Common Health Sense Revolution in the same 
sense that Thomas Paine called for an Indepen-
dence Revolution or that Dr. Shelton and the 
18005 Hygienists called fora Health Revolution! 

"These are the 1990s thaI try 
women's and men's souls. The 
summer soldier and sunshlne pa. 
triol wUi, in this American health 
crisis, shrink from the service of 
their Country; but those Common 
Health Sense Revolutionists that 

---''-''J;'' stand it nol.V, deserve the love 
l ' , and thanks of all Americans! The 

Disease industrialists and Estab-
lishment Thinking, like hell, are 
not easily conquered; yet we have 
this consolation with us, that the 
harder the conflict, the more Hy-
giene Joyous the triumph! What 

. we obtain too cheap, we esteem 

will Inspire The American People to ＮｩＮＮｉｓＭｾ ｾｾＩ ＮｊｬＮ ｪ＠
make revolutionary changes the -':: 

".!!.loA'" too lightly; It Is dearness only thaI 
gives everything Its value. Heaven 
knows how to put a proper price 
upon its goods; and It would be 
strange, indeed, if such celestial 
artldes as ••. A HEALTHY UFE, 
UBERTY, and THE PURSUIT OF 
HAPPINESS should not be highly 
rated." Victoria, with my deep 
gratitude to Thomas Paine! 

same as Common Sense did for 
The People of the 1776 American 
Revolutionl Victoria BidWell bids 
fare to become 'The Thomas 
Paine of The Great American 
Health Revolution'!" 

ｾｴｯｲｩｇ＠ ｾｩＴｾｴｴ＠
Allas ••• "Dr. GetWell" 
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